HOW YOUTH DESCRIBE THEIR FAVOURITES

Youth by the numbers
Strategy enlisted the help of
Toronto-based research and marketing
consultancy Conversion and student
discount card provider SPC Card to
get a better understanding of youth
today – who do they love and why?
They polled more than 500 teens and
young adults, ages 14 to 24, across
Canada. Here are the findings, rendered
in everyone’s favourite infographic style
by designer Sandra Tavares.
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The top attributes
associated with brands are,
I’ll just say it, bo-o-o-ring.
So pragmatic. ‘Comfortable’
is number one? WTF! [Youth]
are playing it safe. This is an
opportunity [for brands] to
change things up. Brands
need to look to the music.
Are you awesome or
amazing? Are you unique
or inspirational?
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HOW YOUTH BUY

I like to follow trends

BILLION

66% disagreed with this statement
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almost half of youth are

loyal to their favourite brand
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Canadian brands

Adele

52%

60%

63%

69%

seek out
stores that carry
unique products

buy if the brand
stands for something
they believe in

think too much
importance is placed
on brand names

never use an online
source to keep on
top of trends

WHAT YOUTH HATE
58.5% too high a price

Taylor Swift

45.7% poor quality
38.2% poor customer service

Rihanna

22.6% brands that do or make things that are bad for the environment
16.4% being talked down to

YOUTH MAKE UNIQUE CHOICES

Coldplay

many picked music and brands
no one else chose

14.3% brands that do or make things that are bad for my health
50%

37%
jumps to 46% of
18- to 24-year-olds
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14.7% tasteless or annoying ads

Eminem

13.8% aggressive selling or marketing to me personally
13.8% brands that try too hard to be cool

MUSIC

10.9% brands that are too common or popular
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